Host Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Start Artemis 10009.08>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
 Host Sergio says:
ACTION : The Artemis is about 10 mins away from the Hithrok  system
MO_Parker says:
::in sickbay, reviewing a PADD on Romulan physiology::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: OPS, status report please
EO_Woo says:
::in engineering, at beginning of shift; waiting for the CEO's orders::
CMO_Hardy says:
::in his office revuing Romulan physiology::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: 10 minutes away from the Hithrok System
CEO_Russel says:
::In ME.::  EO:  Hello, ensign.
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Thank you
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Teasley, drop to impulse, 1/2
TO_Daimon says:
::Checking tatical readouts::
EO_Woo says:
::turns to CEO, slightly surprised:: CEO: Er, hello sir. Your orders, sir?
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir
FCO_Teasley says:
::drops to 1/2 impulse::
Host CO_Roneg says:
@::sits in the Captain's chair of the K'Reve'Ra, with his hands clasped together palm to palm and the tips of his fingers touchinghis mouth::
Host CO_Roneg says:
@OPS : Any sign of the Federation ship? We are wasting time..
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Warbird K'Reve'Ra: This is the USS Artemis, we are 10 minutes away from the Hithrok System
CMO_Hardy says:
::exits his office and walk over to Parker:: MO: so how are you comming along with the info on romulan pysiology?
Host CO_Roneg says:
@<OPS> CO : Sir.. Federation ship approaching.. They just hailed us...
CEO_Russel says:
EO:  I would like you to assist the OPS with the computer core.
FCO_Teasley says:
::maintains 1/2 impulse::
TO_Daimon says:
::Checks for phasionic radiation, or any other unusal radiation or signatures::
Host CO_Roneg says:
@FCO : Very well.. De-Cloak... OPS : Hail the Artemis...
MO_Parker says:
CMO: There is a lot of information here... But I think I can handle it. I know a little about vulcans, and they are basically the same...
Host CO_Roneg says:
@<FCO> : De-cloaking, aye sir..
EO_Woo says:
CEO: Okay, sir. Er, where do you wish for me to work?
Host CO_Roneg says:
@<OPS> CO : Channel Open, sir..
 OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: I need you to help place a wall between our Computer Core and any subspace communications
Host CO_Roneg says:
@COMM Artemis : This is Captain Roneg from the Imperial ship K'Reve'Ra... We have been waiting for a while now.. What has kept you?
TO_Daimon says:
CO: Incoming Warbird
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Inform them we just made the trip directly from Sector 001
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: Parker that reminds me.......i need to have a physical my self.........and i think i have spraind a bone in my chest 
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Warbird K'Reve'Ra: We are arriving directly from Sector 001
CEO_Russel says:
*OPS*:  I'm sending Mr.Woo there now, he will assist you.  EO:  To the computer core of course.
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Sir, you should of had that looked at long ago. Just take a seat, you know the drill.
TO_Daimon says:
CO: The Warbird has stopped.....
Host CO_Ross says:
TO: Very well.......
Host Ens_Bryn says:
::puts the panel back on and pulls off the next one, continuing her search, the computer core room very quiet::
Host CO_Roneg says:
@::signals OPS to open visual:: COMM Artemis : Captain.. We are in haste.. Every second we loose is prejudicial..
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: yes i should know the drill by now ::Grins and takes a seet::
Host CO_Roneg says:
@COMM Artemis : You should have been here 3 hours ago..
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
*CEO*: I have sent Ens. Giles to assist Woo
EO_Woo says:
CEO: Understood, sir. I'll go now ::leaves engineering::
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Teasley, take up a position on the warbirds, port quarter, aft
MO_Parker says:
CMO: ::grabs the PADD:: Full name, please. And no comments.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir
Host CO_Roneg says:
@COMM Artemis : Of course, we did not want to enter the system without you...
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Roneg: Captain, my compliments, lead on
CEO_Russel says:
*OPS*:  Understood.
FCO_Teasley says:
::sets the ship the proper position::
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: Hardy T`Pal K`imtash
Host CO_Roneg says:
@ACTION : The Warbird starts at full impulse, headed in system::
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Any known allergies....
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Roneg: Understood, we will begin scanning the system once we are underway
FCO_Teasley says:
::increases speed to match::
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: not that i know of
Ens_Bryn says:
::slowly works her way into the access way, working between wires::
Host CO_Ross says:
*Ens*: Mr. Kayan, report to the Bridge
CEO_Russel says:
::monitors the power flow.::
EO_Woo says:
::walks into the computer core; sees Ensign Giles:: Ensign: Hi, I'm here to help...
Host CO_Roneg says:
@::nods, seeming pleased:: COMM Artemis : Indeed.. You have wasted enough of our time already.
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Any known medical Conditions? Such as balding?
Ens_Bryn says:
::Sits up suddenly banging her head on the console::  Ouch!!
Ens_Bryn says:
dagit...  *CO*:  I am on my way sir....
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Ens. Giles> Ahh Ensign Woo, glad for your help
Ens_Bryn says:
::squirms the rest of the way out and closes the panel::
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Roneg: ::self:: here we go:: Captain, we will follow you into the system, we are setting up a communications link between our ship and yours
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Ens. Giles> We need to set-up a wall that will shield out Computer Core from the Romulans
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: Balding.... ::looks slightly confused at Parker:: no medical conditions in my family
Ens_Bryn says:
::leaving the room she imputs codes behind her preventing any access except by her, the captain and the XO::
TO_Daimon says:
CO: I am picking up an engine trail...appears to be romulan in origin
Host CO_Roneg says:
@COMM Ross : No Captain... I wouldprefer if we limited communication between our ships.. I would hoope you would understand why..
Host CO_Ross says:
TO: heading?
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Do you have any unnnatural organs or limbs? ::takes a quick look::
CEO_Russel says:
::increases power to the sensors.::
TO_Daimon says:
CO: Its heading is towards the first planet in this system
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: no i have not.....though my bones have beed broken on numerus ocations
Ens_Bryn says:
::Quickly heads to the bridge::
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Setting course to match
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Can you go through the instances?
EO_Woo says:
Ens. Giles: Well... I suppose that the Romulans would need a precise frequency to link to our computer core... if we rotate, they should not be able to access... At least I think they wouldn't...
MO_Parker says:
CMO: And any other medical history you might have.
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Advise the Warbird our sensors have located Romulan residual matter, most likely an engine trail towards the first planet
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: Aye Sir
Ens_Bryn says:
::Exits the TL and steps onto the bridge::
EO_Woo says:
::pauses two beats:: Ens. Giles: Are you in agreement?
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: well exsept for a few broken bones now and then none...........::feels a slight pain in his side:: well i do have this sprain bone in my side right now ::gives Parker a croked grin::
Host CO_Ross says:
TO: Mr. Daimon, activate defensive screens
Ens_Bryn says:
::Looks around the bridge wondering where Jason is::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
COMM: Warbird K'Reve'Ra: We have detected a residual matter, Romulan in  nature heading towards the first planet
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Lie down. I'll activate the cellular scan, see what's wrong with you.
TO_Daimon says:
CO: Aye sir :: does as ordered::
Host CO_Roneg says:
COMM Artemis : We know...
Host CO_Ross says:
::Looks over and sees Ens. Kayan entering the Bridge:: Ens: Ah, Mr. Kayan, please man the Science console if you will
CMO_Hardy says:
::lies down on the beed::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: They are aware of it
Ens_Bryn says:
::Nods to the captain and heads over to the main science console::
MO_Parker says:
::activates the arch::
Host CO_Roneg says:
ACTION : The Romulan Warbird increasesspeed, heading for the first planet
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Ens Giles> Yes that may work
Ens_Bryn says:
::Enters her access codes and begins to run LRS & SRS::
TO_Daimon says:
CO: Permission to transfer power to weapons?
FCO_Teasley says:
::notices the increase in speed and matches::
Host CO_Ross says:
Ens. Mr. Kayan, tie into Tactical, sensors located an engine trail towards the first planet.
CMO_Hardy says:
::i know i should not had that exersice on the holodeck....look what it got me......more pain and broken bones::
EO_Woo says:
Ens. Giles: Okay, so I'll get on it. All I have to do ::lowers voice to a whisper, as if talking to self:: ... is access the computer core controls...
Host CO_Ross says:
TO: Negative Mr. Daimon, no provacative actions..........Defense is what I want.............right now.
TO_Daimon says:
CO: Aye sir
Ens_Bryn says:
::Nods, lieing into tactical.::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
*Mr. Giles and Mr. Woo* make sure you protect the ODN network links as well
FCO_Teasley says:
::keeps pace with the War-bird::
EO_Woo says:
::activates commbadge:: *OPS* Aye, sir. ::resumes::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Ens Giles> Sounds good, I'll work on the ODN networks and their back-ups
MO_Parker says:
CMO: ::reads the scans:: Your organs are fully functional, except your lung which has been punctured slightly.
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: Tell me the truth Parker ::Grins one of those that just has to make one smile:: its fatal is it not   ::widens his Grin::
Host CO_Ross says:
Ens: Mr. Kayan, prepare a class 1 probe, launch when it is ready.
Host CO_Roneg says:
ACTION : Romulan warbird has entered Orbit around the planet...
Ens_Bryn says:
::Nods, getting the probe ready::
TO_Daimon says:
::keeps an eye on sensors....looking out for any other ships::
EO_Woo says:
Ens. Giles: Okay, and I'll set this up. I'm almost finished... ::enters command to rotate frequencies::.. and voila! *OPS* Sir, I have set up the computer core so that any attempted link with the core will quickly be refused with rotating frequencies. Is that acceptable?
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes position with the warbirds::
Host CO_Roneg says:
COMM Artemis : Captain.. We have detected our ship....
Ens_Bryn says:
CO: I have the trail.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: We're in orbit with the warbird sir
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Very little is fatal nowadays. ::repairs the wound:: And you have two cracked ribs.. ::repairs them too::
Ens_Bryn says:
::Sends out the probe as the green light tells her it is ready::
Host CO_Ross says:
Ens: Belay that order Mr. Kayan
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  Captain?
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Roneg: Transmit it's coordinates........what is your plan?
CMO_Hardy says:
::Mental note.....do not turn of the security protocols next time i am in the Holodeck::
Host CO_Ross says:
Ens: Save our probe, they have located their missing ship........or so they say
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::working on information sent back by the aft sensor array::
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  Sir, the probe has been launched.  I will recall it.
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: i wounder what i did to sustain that kind of injury
Host CO_Roneg says:
COMM Ross : We want to send anaway team down there..
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Where do you think these injuries could have come from? And why haven't you asked someone to treat them yet?
Ens_Bryn says:
::Inputs the command recall code, bringing the probe home::
Host CO_Roneg says:
@COMM Ross : I have a team getting ready...
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: i was in the Holodeck not long ago
Host CO_Ross says:
::looks over at the ever efficient Ensign:: Ens: Negative, program a course through the system, as long as it's warp engine holds out
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  Well, I don't know about them sir, but I have the missing ship on sensors.  It is located at the planets equator.
EO_Woo says:
::turns to Giles:: Giles: Okay, well, I'm done here, I think it will do, do you need help with the ODN relays?
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  OK...
Host CO_Ross says:
Ens: Very good!
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Roneg: What do you wish us to do?
Ens_Bryn says:
::Reprograms the probe, glad there is no one on that thing::
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Holodecks don't give injuries, unless the safeties are off. Sir, you should never turn them off! What if you recieved a fatal wound?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Ens Giles> No I'm fine, can you work on the short-range RF Data Links?
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. teasely put us in orbit, a very high one, pole to pole traverse
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: why exercise if one can not feel it......one must learn to endure such if one is to survive....................
EO_Woo says:
Ens. Giles: Okay... although I'm not sure how the Romulans could access it... well, then again, there is a way... I'll get right on it.
FCO_Teasley says:
::secures very high orbit::
Ens_Bryn says:
::Puts a tight scan on the area of the ship::
Host CO_Roneg says:
COMM Ross : We do not needyour assistance.. Our colegues will probably react better to our presence than your own..
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Roneg: I concur, we will remain in orbit until released, our medical facilities are at your disposal
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Ens Giles> Can't put anything past the Romulans
MO_Parker says:
CMO: As you fight, you can still feel the strength they pose, and the honour you are taking from them... Just make sure you set the program to stop before it kills you. ::smiles::
TO_Daimon says:
CO: We have just detected a transport signature...5 Romulans have just beamed down to the surface.
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  Captain, I am getting... 10 life signs and there seems to be.... ::rechecks the scans::  some form of energy reading in the area.
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: i know that it is unwise to turn of the security protocols, but after that Celebration with those two klingons on SB 185 i feelt that i needed to...how should i say....unwind a little.....
FCO_Teasley says:
::maintains very high orbit::
Host CO_Ross says:
Ens: See if you can ascertain the type and source of the energy
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: Sir, nothing unusal picked up from the aft sensor array
Host CO_Ross says:
TO; Thank you Mr. Daimon. keep a close eye on that Warbird, and the Romulan AT
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  OK...
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Oh, those Klingons.... Anyway, don't let the injuries stay there... use your logic ::taps his ears:: and get treatment!
Host CO_Roneg says:
@::shakes his head::  This Federation ship should not be here.. especially this one.
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: i aprishiate your concerne Parker.....i will take better care from now on  ::hmm this feels a little odd.......one of my medical staff is giving me a lecture on how to behave.......Smiles::
Ens_Bryn says:
::Begins to run the energy signatures through the computers database::
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: so u have noticed the ear's  ::smiles:: i guess there a bitt hard to not notice ::grins::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Very well,
Host CO_Roneg says:
@ACTION : The romulan AT rejoins the survivors
MO_Parker says:
CMO: ::releasees arch:: I believe you are in perfect health. Back to duty.
TO_Daimon says:
CO: Aye sir
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: keep a close eye out, everyone, I dont like how this Joint Mission is turning out
EO_Woo says:
::finishes with the data links:: Giles: Okay, well, I've finished with those little buggers; now, if there's nothing left, I'm going back to Engineering... unless there is something else.
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: thanks you
Ens_Bryn says:
::Looks at the various wave lengths coming from the source... they appear familiar, but the database does not seem to have it recorded::  Oddd.....
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Now, it's my turn. ::jumps up on the bed::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: Aye Sir, I also am scanning with area with a wide angle active EM scanner
Ens_Bryn says:
::Makes a minor adjustment and groans out loud::
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: your full name ::grabs a PADD::
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Craig William Parker.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Ens Giles> No you can go, I'll finish up
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Ens Giles> Thanks for your help
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: Do you have any allergies?
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: do you have any allergies that i should be avere of?
EO_Woo says:
::leaves the core; heads for turbolift; enters ME::
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Teasley, on our next fly over the site, change orbit to geo sync
Ens_Bryn says:
::Looks over at her captain::  CO: Sir, You sure you want to know the answer?
MO_Parker says:
CMO: I have been allergic to Betazed grass, as a matter of fact. And some dustmites.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Yes sir
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Mainly terran dustmites.
Host CO_Roneg says:
ACTION : The strange energy reading is being moved by the survivingmembers and the AT
EO_Woo says:
::finds the CEO:: CEO: Sir, I've completed work in the computer core.
CMO_Hardy says:
MO:I see, do you any artificial limbs of any kind ? ::making notes as they go forward with the physical::
Host CO_Ross says:
::looks hesitant to know:: Yes, tell me what I dont want to know.
Host CO_Roneg says:
@::waits impatiently:: OPS : How is the AT doing?
Ens_Bryn says:
::sighs::  CO:  Remember that metalic cloud we had so much fun with a while back?
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Nope. I'm 100% Human. ::grins::
TO_Daimon says:
CO: Sir, something interesting is occuring...it almost seems like there is an energy signature that is interacting with teh romulan AT
CEO_Russel says:
::turns to look at the EO.:: EO:  Good.
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: Does your family have any genetic problems, such as balding, or Arthritis ::smiles at Parker::
Host CO_Roneg says:
@<OPS> ::checks his communications:: CO  : They are about done to contain it.. It will be safe to beam it up after that.
Ens_Bryn says:
::Glances back at the sensors::  CO:  Sir, the cloud is heading toward them.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
*EO* Mr. Woo, how is everything in the Computer Core?
MO_Parker says:
CMO: My father had balding at a young age, but the Parker's curse usually skips a generation.
EO_Woo says:
*OPS* Er, the computer core has been secured. The Romulans should not be able to link with it.
FCO_Teasley says:
::attains geo sync orbit::
TO_Daimon says:
*CEO*: I'm noticing some minor loss in the sensors....could you reroute to compensate?
Host CO_Ross says:
Ens: See if you can get a shunt off of the warbird's transporter emitter, see if we can get some pattern data
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: We're in geo sync orbit
EO_Woo says:
CEO: Er, sir, I meant to ask do you have anything else for me to do?
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: that's true.....now your turn to lie down ::puts his PADD on a trolly::
CEO_Russel says:
*TO*:  Ok.  ::walks to another panel.::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
*EO* Aye, thank-you Ensign
Ens_Bryn says:
::Looks at the captain and turns to input the command::
TO_Daimon says:
CO: Sir, a Containment field has just been activate around the Metalic Cloud
Host CO_Roneg says:
@COMM : Artemis : Captain.: We are about done here.. We do not need your assistance.. There where not enouhgsurvivors.. I'm sure you have other places to be in..
MO_Parker says:
::casually lies down, and looks at the sickbay from upside down-ish::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Ens Giles> *OPS*: Done with the ODN
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Thank you Mr. Teasley
Host CO_Roneg says:
@<OPS> CO : Sir.. We are picking up a lot of sensor activity on the Federation ship, directed at the AT site..
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
*Ens Giles* Thank-you Ensign
Ens_Bryn says:
CO: sir, the emitter is set.. I am not sure hor how long before they catch on.
Host CO_Roneg says:
@::grumbles::
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Roneg: No Captain, this is our assignment, we have NO WHERE else to be but here. Tell me what did you find on the planet?
Ens_Bryn says:
::Looks at the captain not sure what was going on here, but it did not fit::
Host CO_Roneg says:
@COMM Ross : what do you mean Captain? We are picking up our survivors.. That is all...
 CEO_Russel says:
::looks at readings.:: EO: Er, monitor sensors, tell me when the power flow becomes stable.
FCO_Teasley says:
CO: Something dosen't look right
CEO_Russel says:
::walks to another console.::
Host CO_Ross says:
Ens: See how long it takes for them to se it.
TO_Daimon says:
Ens: What elements are you picking up from the cloud itself?
EO_Woo says:
::walks up to console; notices the power flow fluctuating, but slowly settling::
Ens_Bryn says:
::wonders when her earlier statement will penetrate to the captain::  CO:  I will keep an eye on it.
Host CO_Roneg says:
@<OPS> CO : Sir. The At reports tehy are ready...
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Roneg: Captain, you are insulting my intelligence, this is a joint mission.....
Host CO_Ross says:
Ens: Excellent!
Host CO_Roneg says:
@<CSO> CO : Sir.. The federation ship seems to e attempting to catch tour transporter beam..
CEO_Russel says:
::starts augmenting the power to the sensors.:: EO:  tell me when.
Host CO_Roneg says:
@CSO : well.. Jam them..
Host CO_Roneg says:
@<CSO> CO : Aye sir..
Ens_Bryn says:
TO:  The usual as last time. Some form of alien metalic resanounce.
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: what have we here
MO_Parker says:
CMO: What do you mean?
EO_Woo says:
CEO: Almost... almost stable... now. It's stable at the moment.
Host CO_Roneg says:
ACTION : Kayan cannot lock on to the transpoerter signal, as the team is beamed aboard..
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  I am also picking up the activation of pattern enhancers.  ::Turns and looks at the captain::  Sir, there is something wrong here.
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: just fooling around ::opens the arch:: your as fitt as a fidle
CEO_Russel says:
::stops augmenting power.::  EO:  Keep monitoring it.
Host CO_Ross says:
TO: MR. Daimon, point a tachyon beam at the warbirds transporter emitter, I dont want them beaming that energy source to their ship, it could be dangerous
Host CO_Roneg says:
@OPS : Put the Artemis on visual.. Please..
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: Roneg: Captain, I am taking steps to halt your removal of the.......energy source from the planet, until I get full disclosure
Ens_Bryn says:
grrr.... CO:  sorry sir... whatever was beamed is beamed...  They have it on their ship.
CEO_Russel says:
*TO*:  Power to sensors is back to normal.
Host CO_Roneg says:
@<OPS> CO : Aye sir..
TO_Daimon says:
CO: Aye sir, but note that if it is to flow into the warp field..it could cause an explosion ::does as ordered::
MO_Parker says:
CMO: That sounds like an Earth saying! Looks like I'm not the only one has been brushing up on alien culture!
Host CO_Roneg says:
@::looks surprised at the Captain:: What do you mean, Captain?
TO_Daimon says:
::Notices the difference::*CEO*: Thanks Chief.
Host CO_Ross says:
Ens: Kah'less! doesnt surprise me
CMO_Hardy says:
MO: well i can't go around beeing grumby all the time now can I.....and i apologice for that incident here....where i got half started of smashing up my office inventory.......that was uncalled for
Host CO_Ross says:
Ens: Did we get any data from the transporter stream?
Host CO_Roneg says:
@We simply have... ::Gasps... looks at his chest, as green blood starts trickling from a wound in his chest:: I... ::drops to the floor::
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  Checking...
MO_Parker says:
CMO: Alls well and ends well...
Host CO_Ross says:
TO: Mr. Daimon, transport over to the Warbird, Iron ore deposits immediately!!
Host CO_Roneg says:
ACTION : The Artemis cre watches as several Romulan officers step up to the Captain, in an effort to treat him..
TO_Daimon says:
::does as ordered...and transports::
Ens_Bryn says:
::Looks at the data and frowns::  CO:  This seems to be my day for giving you wonderful information.  ::Does a quick verification::
Host CO_Roneg says:
ACTION : Warbird's shields come up, after transport
Ens_Bryn says:
CO:  There was a federation transporter signal and it came from our ship.  It was focused at the Romulan ship.
Host XO_Hregnor says:
COMM Ross : You have commited an act of aggression...
Host XO_Hregnor says:
COMM Ross : Our Captain is dead....
Host XO_Hregnor says:
COMM : And we have picked up a transporter signal coming from the Artemis just before the Captain waswounded..
Ens_Bryn says:
::Looks at the screen, thinking oh brother.... ::
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: XO: You must get what you brought up to the ship off!! or you all will be dead from it's affects
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::begins checking all ship systems::
Host XO_Hregnor says:
COMM CO : WRONG!! You have commited Murder...... By Federation Law, we are intitled to investigate, and take whatever steps necessery to insure that you do not leave the scene of the crime.
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: XO: We will investigate XO, together, but you must get that entity off your ship!
Host XO_Hregnor says:
COMM CO : What entity? And if you are still under the impression this is still a rescue mission, you are mistaken..
Host XO_Hregnor says:
COMM CO : this has turned into a act of aggression.. And we will do everything to defend ourselves... You have 24 hours to find out what happened...
Host XO_Hregnor says:
COMM CO : hregnor out!!!
Ens_Bryn says:
::Looks at the blank screen over to the captain::
Host XO_Hregnor says:
ACTION : All Communication ceases between the K'Rev'Ra and the Artemis..
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM: XO: Nothing is at it seems, I will advise! get that off your ship whatever it was that you beamed up
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
CO: They cut off all communications
Host XO_Hregnor says:
ACTION : The warbird has powered up weapons
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::raises shields::
Host CO_Ross says:
Ens: I want a complete analysis of every type of transport and communications with the Warbird, and I want it in the Briefing Room in 20 minutes!
Host XO_Hregnor says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Artemis 10009.08>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

